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1. INTRODUCTION. 

1 

Process algebra in the fonn of ACr [BEK84, BA W90], CCS [MtL89] or CSP [BRHR84] describes the 
main features of imperative concurrent programming without any explicit mention of time. Implicitly, 
time is present in the interpretation of sequential composition: in p'q (ACP notation) the process p must 
be executed before q. It may be felt as a weakness of the mentioned process algebra frameworks that 
time features implicitly only. Indeed a quantative view on the relation between process execution and 
progress of time is definitely absent in Ihese calculi. This seems worse than it actually is. Nothing 

prevents one to introduce timer processes that represent clocks, to have processes interacting with these 
clocks and to have synchronisations between the clocks in ACr, CCS or CSP. 

Of course timing aspects can be clesclibecl more unifonnly if process algebras are given that provide 
standardised features to ineorporale a quantative view on time. Obvious as this may seem, the more 
obvious observation is that in a few years so many different formats for timed process algebras have 
been introduced that this unifonnity seems to be further away than before. There are several reasons for 
the emerging spectrum of timed process algebras. We explain this by considering various options for 
adding time. The most obvious option is LO represent time by means of non-negative reals, and to have 
time stamps on actions. This is done in [BAB91a] for ACP, in [RER88] for CSP and in [M0T90] for 
CCS. The timed versions of ACr, csr and CCS in these papers differ concerning the degree to which 
time stamping is explicit in the notational fonnat of the proposed process algebras. This in tum 
influences the fonn of equations, axiom,Jlisalions and the appearance of examples. 

AnOlher option is to divide time in slices indexed by natural numbers, to have an implicit or explicit 
time stamping mechanism that provides e;Jch aelion with the time slice in which it occurs and to have a 
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time order within each slice only. This has been worked out in ATP [NIS90]. a process algebra that 
adds time slicing to a version of ACP based on action prefixing rather than sequential composition (this 
version was called aprACP in [BAB9IbJ). Further, [GRo90a] has extended ACP with time slices and 
[MOT89] have added these features to CCS. We propose to use the phrase real time process algebra for 
algebras that involve explicit or implicit time stamping with real numbers (or any dense subfield of the 
reals) and discrete time process algebra if an enumeration of time slices is used. 

The objective of this paper is to extend ACP to a discrete time process algebra. This is done by 
adding a new process constructor (jd: P -.. P. The notation (j has been taken from [HER90]. the 
subscript d draws attention to the discrete time setting. (jd(X) delays the process x till the next time slice. 
In addition to (jd four auxiliary functions and an auxiliary sort are used. The booleans serve as auxiliary 
sort and the conditional operator _ <l_1> _: P x B x P -.. P is used. Further. an operator 1 »d_: P -.. P 
(unit time shift) reduces a process x to those options left if it idles one step (and to S if it cannot idle). 
Then. the operator Yd1: P -.. P restricts a process x to those options that do not involve initial idling. 
Finally, D: P -.. B determines whether or not a process can idle at all. 

For practical application. the primitives of ACPdt arc too low level. So we have added the key 
operators of ATP [NSVR90. NIS90]to ACPdl. thus obtaining ACPdt + ATP (see [LYV92] for an 
extension of I/O automata with A TP operators). These features include: unit delay Lx J(y) and maximal 
progress composition (I). It turns out that these operators can be eliminated in the presence of those of 
ACPdt. (It should be noted that ATP's (I) is already present as + in TCCS.) As ACPdt. ATP and TCCS 
each use strong bisimulation equivalence to obtain a semantic domain. they may be considered as 
different (and intertranslatable) sets of generators for the same semantic world of processes. Some less 
important modifications with respect to ATP in the form of [NIS90] have been made. ACPdt + ATP 
contains time stops (as docs [MOT89]), a feature that is rejected on philosophical grounds in [NIS90]. 
In addition, thc cancel mechanism has bccn omittcd because that is covered automatically due to the 
presence of proper tennination in ACPdt. 

Both the selection of ACPdt + A TP and the casting of ATP in an ACP framework require some 
motivation. We have the following remarks on this. 
1. ATP contains a combination of features (time outs, time posteriority, mode transfers) which tum it 
into a nontrivial extension of the untimed (symbolic) case. The features of A TP tum out to be of 
Significant expressive powcr in comparison to [GRo90a], [GM91]. Moreover we found these features 
quite pleasant when dealing with examples. 
2. The claim of [NIS90] that progress of time by itself should not be allowed to introduce non
determinism is convincing in our view. If time is reprcsented by an action (j then (j'(x + y) = (j'X + (j'y 
is an appropriate axiom called time factorisation in [NIS90] ([GR090a], [GM91] do not satisfy time 
factorisation). 
3. A TP does not involve an action that represents the flow of time. This is a conceptual advantage as 
intuitively, flow of time is not an action, and the progress of an independent clock is not an observable 
system action. 
4. Building ATP on top of ACP has several advantages. First of all, both termination and general 
sequential composition (which arc in ACP but not in ATP) combine very well with ATP's key features. 
We hope that this is sufficiently illustrated by the protocol verifications in section 5. Secondly, the meta 
theory of ACP + ATP can be organiscd just as the meta thcory of ACP (see e.g. [BA W90J) which 
allows to simply copy most of the resulls and proof techniqucs. 

We design our discrete time process algebra in an incremental way, through stages BPAd" BPAod" 
PAodt, ACPdlo extensions of ACPdt. This resembles the segmentation of ACP that can be found in 
[BA W90]. At each step we will motivate our choice and compare it with the sources of discrete time 
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process algebra that we have used: TCCS [MOT89], ACP, [GR090aj, TPL [HER90j, ATP [NIS90j, 
CCSS [GM91j. Some of the axioms we use already appear in [BAB9lbj. 

2. REAL TIME PROCESS ALGEBRA WITH INITIAL ABSTRACTION OPERATOR. 

This paper intends to present discrete time process algebra in a clear connection with real time process 

algebra. To this end, we will first outline the axiom system ACPP,lI. It describes the real time process 

algebra of [BAB9Iaj while integrating absolute and relative time notation using the initial abstraction 

operator,l that was introduced in [BAB92]. For ACPp,lI, a bisimulation model M; is outlined (here, A 

denotes the underlying set of atomic actions). This model is introduced in a sketchy way. Its relevance 

lies in the clear operational meaning it provides for processes. It serves as a conceptual standard model. 

Having available Mi.., the various operators ,md constants of discrete time process algebra are 

defined in it. Then, as a subject, discrete time process algebra reduces to an investigation of certain 

reducts and subalgebras of M; as well as thcir axiomatic description. 

We start with a quick overview of the real time process algebra introduced in [BAB9Iaj. We follow 

the presentation of [BAB92]. We also usc the initial abstraction operator introduced in [BAB92j, which 

allows to present the absolute time and relative time versions of the theory of [BAB9Iaj in a unified 

framework. We givc an operational semantics in the style of [BAB9Iaj. 

2.1 ATOMIC ACTIONS. 
We start from a set A of (symbolic) atomic actions. The set A is a parameter of the theory. Further, we 

have a special constant 0, denoting inaction, the absence of any execution. In particular, 0 cannot 

tenminate. We put Ali = A U {oj. 

The set of atomic actions with time parameter, AT is 

AT = {a(l) I a E AB, I E lR;,o}· 

In [BAB9laj, we considered the use of locations, in order to express that actions can occur at the same 

time but at different locations. This led to the introduction of multi-actions. In [BAB92j, we extended 

this concept by looking at aclions parametrised by a point in real space. As we will not need multi

actions in discrete time process algebra (since within a timc slice, a II b = a·b + b'a + a I b, i.e. 

interleaving works), we will not consider multi-actions in this paper. The theory can be set up for 

mUlti-actions, just like we did in [BAB92j, without any problems. 

2.2 BASIC PROCESS ALGEBRA. 

Process algebra (see [BEK84, BAW90D starts from a given action alphabet, here AT. Elements of AT 

are constants of the SOlt P of processes. The proccss a(l) can let time progress until t, will then execute 

action a at time t, and then tenninate successfully. nlC process 0(1) can also let time progress until I, 

but then nothing more is possible (in particular, time cannot progress anymore). Therefore, the 0 

actions are often called time stops. 

Real Time Basic Process Algebra with Deadlock (BPApo) has two binary operators +;: P x P --7 

P; + stands for alternative composition and· for sequential composition. Moreover, there is the 

additional operator»: l!I?~o x P --7 p, the initialisation operator. This operator was called the time shift 
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operator in [BAB9IaJ. I» X denotes the process X starting at time t. This means that all actions that 

have to be performed at or before time I arc turned into deadlocks because their execution has been 

delayed too long. 

BPApcS has the axioms from table I and 2 (a E As). 

X+y=y+X 

(X+ Y) + Z = X + (Y + Z) 

X+X=X 

(X + Y)·Z = X·Z + Y·Z 

(X·Y)·Z=X·(Y·Z) 

X+cS=X 

cS·X=cS 

TABLE I. BPAS. 

a(O) = cS(O) = cS 

cS(l) . X = cS(l) 

1< r => cS(l) + cS(r) = e(r) 

a(l) + cS(l) = a(l) 

a(l) . X = a(l) . (I» X) 

I d => I» a(r) = a(r) 

I?: r => I» a(r) = cS(l) 

I» (X + Y) = (I» X) + (I» Y) 

I» (X . Y) = (I» X) . Y 

TABLE 2. Additional axioms of BPApcS. 

AI 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

A6 

A7 

ATAI 

ATA2 

ATA3 

ATA4 

ATAS 

ATBI 

ATB2 

ATB3 

ATB4 

The letter A in the names of the axioms in table 2 refers to absolute time (versions with relative time 

will be considered in the following). Next we consider parallel composition. Notice that we do not 

have a counterpart of PA ([BEK84]) in real time process algebra, because merge without 

communication is not an option here. Indeed, even if a and b do not communicate, the term a(2) II b(2) 

cannot be evaluated as a(2)·b(2) + b(2)·a(2). Thus, we consider merge with communication straight 

away. 

2.3 ALGEBRA OF COMMUNICATING PROCESSES. 

In order to formulate communication between processes, we assume we have given a communication 

function I on As. This function I : As x As --7 As is also a parameter of the theory, and should be 

commutative, associative and have cS as a neutral clement (sec axioms CI,2,3) 

An axiomatization of parallcl composition with communication uses the left merge operator IL, the 

communication merge operator I , and the encapsulation operator dH of [BEK84]. Moreover, two extra 
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auxiliary operators introduced in [BAB91 al are needed: the ultimate delay operator and the bounded 

initialization operator. 

The ultimate delay operator U takes a process expression X, and returns an element ofllt"o. The 

intended meaning is that X can idle before U(X), but X can never reach time U(X) or a later time by just 

idling. The bounded initialization operator (or time out operator) is also denoted by», and is the 

counterpart of the operator with the same name that we saw in the axiomatization of BPAp/). With X» 1 

we denote the process X with its behaviour restricted to the cxtent that its first action must be performed 

at a time before 1 E lR;eo. 

The axioms of ACPp are in tables I through 3. In table 3, H <;;; A, a,b,c E As. 

U(a(I)) = I ATU! 

U(X + V) = max{U(X), U(V)} ATU3 

U(X . V) = U(X) ATU4 

r~1 => a(r)>> 1 = 8(t) ATBS 

r<1 => a(r)>> I=a(r) ATB6 

(X+ V)>> 1= (X» t) + (V» I) ATB7 

(X . V) » I = (X» I) . V ATB8 

alb=bla C! 

a I (b I c) = (a I b) I C C2 

01 a=o C3 

l;t s => a(l) I b(s) = o(min(l,s)) ATC! 

a(!) I b(l) = (a I b)(l) ATC2 

X II V = X IL V + V IL X + X I V CM! 

X = r» Z => a(l) IL X = (a(I)>> U(X))· X ATCM2' 

V=r»Z => a(I)'X IL V=(a(t)>> U(V))'(XIIV)ATCM3' 

(X + V) IL Z = X IL Z + V IL Z CM4 

(a(l) . X) I b(r) = (a(l) I b(r)) . X CMS' 

a(l) I (b(r) . X) = (a(t) I b(r)) . X CM6' 

(a(l) . X) I (b(r) . V) = (a(t) I b(r)) . (X II V) CM?' 

(X + V) I Z = X I Z + V I Z CM8 

X I (V + Z) = X I V + X I Z CM9 

dH(a) = a ira", H Dl 

dH(a) = /) ifaE H D2 

dH(a(I)) = (dH(a))(I) AID 

dH(X + V) = dH(X) + dH(V) D3 

dH(X . V) = dH(X) . dH(V) D4 

TABLE 3. Remaining axioms of ACPp. 
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Note that in [BAB9Iaj, axioms ATCM2, ATCM3 appcar that coincide with the axioms ATCM2', 

ATCM3' above exccpt for the abscnce of the conditions. Bccause in the setting of ACPp there, we 

have absolute time notation only, each proccss X satisfies X ; 0 » X. We have that in the context of 

ACPp, the new axioms are slightly weaker than the old, unprimed ones, but arc in fact equivalent on 

finite process expressions. We have to add the conditions in order to deal with the following extension 

to processes that can also involve relative time notation. Notice that by substitution of 0 » Z for X resp. 

Y both conditional equations arc turned into Ordinary equations. 

2.4 RELATIVE TIME NOTATtON. 

The following is based on [BAB92]. 

In some cases, relative time notation is prolitahle. [n [BAB9Ia], we have introduced a relative time 

notation as follows: a[l] denotcs action a I timc units after the previous atomic action or, if such action 

doesn't exist, after system initialisation. In this papcr, wc will dcal with relative time in a different way. 

The basis for this approach to relativc timc notation is thc initial abstraction operator. Let for I E lR;o,o, 

F(I) be a process in P, then 

"t.F(I) 

denotes a process that, when stalted at time r, proceeds as F(r). Semantically, "t.F(I) is just a function I 

from lR"O into P that satislies 1(1) ; I » f(l) for all I~O. Wc make things more precise in the following. 

2.5 DEFINITION. 

Let P bc the son of processes. Put 

P' ; {I : I: lR"o ~ P slich that f(l) ; I» f(I)}. 

We introduce the initial abstraction oper;lIor ,,: T x p' ~ p', where T is a set of variables ranging over 

lR"o called time variables. In thc cxpression "t.F, frec occurrcnccs of I in F become bound. 

2.6 AXIOMS. 

All axioms of real time process algebra with integration prescntcd before remain valid on the extended 

domain. On top of thc old axioms, we havc thc cxtra axioms in table 4, governing the use of initial 

abstraction. We intend to axiomalisc in such a way that all finitc proccss exprcssions can be written in a 

form "t.X, with X not containing initial abstraction. [n all axioms in table 4, it is assumed that I is not 

free in G. Axiom lAO is thc definition of the squarc brackct notation, axiom IA I gives a-conversion, 

axiom IA2 achieves fl-convcrsion, i.e. function application. [A4 gives the embedding of absolute time 

notation processes in the extcnded domain. [AS is an extensionality axiom. We call the theory with 

axioms in tables 1-4 ACPp". 
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a[r] ~ vt. a(1 + r) 

.Js.G ~ .Jt.G[tls] 

s» .Jt.F ~ s» F[s/I] 

.Jt. .Jr. F ~ .Jt. F[I/r] 

G ~ .Jt.G 
"7'1;::0 t»X ~ 1» Y =} X ~ Y 

(.Jt.F) + G ~ .Jt.(F + t»G) 

(.Jt.F)·G = .Jt.(F·G) 

(.Jt.F)ILG~.Jt.(F IL I»G) 

GIL(.Jt.F) ~.Jt.(I»G IL F) 

(.Jt.F) I G~.Jt.(F I I»G) 

G I (.Jt.F)=.JI.(I»G I F) 

ilH(.Jt.F) = .Jt.dH(F) 

(.Jt.F)>> r ~ .Jt.(F» r) 

U(F) = U(O» F) 

TABLE 4. Axioms for initial abstraction. 

2.7 EXAMPLES. 

lAO 

IAI 

IA2 

IA3 

IA4 

lAS 

IA6 

IA7 

lAS 

IA9 

IAlO 

IAlI 

IAI2 

IAI3 

IAI4 

I. a(3)·(.Jt..Jr.a(1 + r + 1)) ~ a(3)'(3» .Jt..Jr.a(1 + r + 1)) ~ a(3)'(3» .Jr.a(r + 4)) ~ 

~ a(3)'(3» a(7)) ~ a(3)·a(7). 

2. a(I)'b[r] ~ a(I)·(.Js.b(r + s)) ~ a(I)'(I» .Js.b(r + s)) ~ a(I)'(I» b(r + I)) ~ a(I)'b(r + I). 

7 

3. We can calculate that a(I)'dH(b[r]'X II Y) = a(I)-iJH(b(IH)'X II V). Choose a fresh variable v (i.e. a 

time variable not occurring in X or V). Then 

a(I)'dH(b[r]'X II Y) = a(I)·dH((.Jv.b(VH))·X II Y) ~ a(I)·dH((.Jv.b(VH)·X) II .Jv.Y) ~ 

~ a(I)·dH(.JV.(b(VH)·X II V)) ~ a(IHv.dH(b(VH)·X II Y) ~ a(I)'(I» .JV.dH(b(VH)·X II V)) = 

~ a(I)'(I» dH(b(IH)'X II V)) ~ a(I)'dH(b(l+r)'X II V). 
4. We can prove for all closed terms that s » s » X ~ s» X. We can use this to prove the following 

identity: .Jt. F ~.Jt. (I» F). 

For, take s;:: 0, then s» .Jt.F = s» F[s/I] ~ s» (s» F[s/I]) ~ s» (.Jt. I» F). The result follows by 

extensionality (lAS). 

2.S RIGIDITY. 

We call a process X rigid iff X ~ 0 » X. 111e rigid processes in P' correspond to the objects of P, now 

embedded into P' by 

P >-7 AI. I» p. 

On rigid processes, the axioms ATCM2', ATCM3' reduce to their unprimed versions in ACPp. 

2.9 BOOLEANS. 

A useful feature in the language is the addition of conditionals or guards. We follow the presentation of 

[BAB9Iel. We use the auxiliary son BOOl with constants Irue, false and add the ternary operator 
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.<1.1>.: P' x BOOL x P' ...... BOOL. 

Here, x<1bl>Y should be read as: if b then x else y. On occasion, we also this operator without the 

third component, the guarded command defined by 

b : ...... x = x <1 b I> 8. 

Axioms for these operators arc shown in table 5. In the case of expressions involving the initial 

abstraction operator, we will also encounter Boolean expressions parametrised by time variables, so we 

tum the sort BOOL into a function domain: 

BOOL' = {f : f: lR;"o ...... BOOL}, 

and we have the abstraction operator..J: T x BOOL' ...... BOOL'. Boolean functions as I\,V,-,are 

defined on BOOL' pointwise. In table 5, b,c E BOOL' with I not free in c. 

The signature: 

sort BOOL' 

• constants Irue, false 

• functions -,: BOOL' ...... BOOL' 

I\,V: BOOL' x BOOL' ...... BOOL' 

<,>,$:,~,=: lR;"o x R;"o ...... BOOL' 

»: lR<:o x BOOL' ...... BOOL' 

-,Irue = false 

b 1\ false = false 

b 1\ Irue = b 

bl\c=cl\b 

-, false = Irue 

b v false = b 

b v true = true 

bvc=cvb 

I» Irue = Irue t» false = false 

I» ..Jr. b = I» b[l/r] 

-, (..Jt. b) = ..Jt. -, b (..JI. b) 1\ c =..Jt. (b 1\ (I» c)) 

(..Jt. b) v c = ..Jt. (b v (I» e)) 

X <1 Irue I> y = X X <1 false I> y = Y 

b : ...... x = x <1 b t> 8 x <1 b t> Y = (b : ...... x) + (-,b : ...... y) 

(b v c) : ...... x = (b : ...... x) + (c : ...... x) 

b : ...... (c : ...... x) = (b 1\ c) : ...... x 

X <1 ..Jt. b t> Y = ..Jt. (I» x <1 bt>l » y) 

I» (x <1 b I> y) = I» x <1 I» bt>l» y 

TABLE 5. Axioms for conditionals. 
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2.10 EXAMPLE. 

With the help of Boolean expressions, we can find nonnal fonns for all closed process expressions of 

the fonn ,It.P, with P using atomic actions, +, . and conditionals only. Thus, the operators II, IL, I can 

be eliminated. We just give two examples to illustrate this: 

I. a(3) = ,It. (t < 3) :--. a(3). 

2. a(3) II b[2] = ,It. (a(3) II b(t + 2)) =,It. t::l> (a(3) II b(t + 2)) = 

=,It. ((t < 1) :--. (b(t + 2)'a(3) + (t = 1) :--. (a I b)(3) + (t> 1) :--. a(3)'b(t + 2)) 

2.11 INTEGRATION. 

An extension of ACPp,l (called ACPp,l1) that is very useful in applications is the extension with the 

integral operator, denoting a choice over a continuum of alternatives. That is, if V is a subset oflR;o,o, 

and v is a variable over lR;o,o, thcn JVE v P denotes the allcmative composition of alternatives P[t/v] for t 

E V (expression P with nonnegative real t suhstituted for variable v). In this expression, a free 

occurrence of v in P becomes bound. Alpha conversion must be allowed to avoid name clashes. For 

more information, we refer the reader to [BAB9l a] and [KLU91). The untimed process algebra 

constants can be embedded in the timed sctting as f()llows: 

1! = J a(t), Q = J 8(t). 
1;0,0 t;o,o 

Of course, wc cannot give a complcte axiomatisation of general integration because the general 

theory is undecidable, but the following axioms INTI -7 arc very useful in derivations (for a complete 

axiomatisation of a subtheory, sec [KLU91]). We also give an extra axiom for the initial abstraction 

operator. 

f P = P[t/v] 
VE {I} 

veFV(P)&V;tO => Jp=P 
VEV 

rp- Jp+ JP 
VEJUW VEV YEW 

f (P'O) = ( f P) ·0 
VEV VEV 

ve FV(O) => 

for all t E V (P[t!v] = Oft/v]) => J P = J 0 
VEV VEV 

J ,It.F =,It.( J F) 
VEV VEV 

if t;t v 

TABLE 6. Axioms for intcgration. 

INTI 

INT2 

INT3 

INT4 

INT5 

INT6 

INTI 

IAI7 
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2.12 ELIMINATION. 

In closed process expressions with a restricted fonn of integration, we can eliminate the operators II, IL, 
I, OH, », ». [FOK92] explains in detail how such an elimination theorem can be obtained fonnally. 

They use the special case of prefixed integration. Generalisation of their results to a seUing with initial 

abstraction seems unproblematic. This leads to normal fonns of the fonn ;ft.p with P using a(t), Ii(t), 

+, " conditionals and prefixed integration. 

2.13 SEMANTICS. 

Suppose we have an unspecified set of states S of cardinality :QN 0 (when we use structured 

operational semantics further on, S will consist of closed process expressions plus the special symbol 

;f). S contains a special state;f (the tenninated state). A real time transition system over a set of actions 

A (not including Ii) has domain S x l!t~o, has two relations on this domain: 

idle s;;; S x l!t~o x S x l!t;,o, notation (5, I) --> (5', I') 

slep s;;; S x l!t;,o x A x R;,o x S x l!t;,o, notation (5, I) a(r4 (5', 1'), 

and satisfies the following requirements: 

O. there is a root (s, 0) for some 5 E S: no transition stans from (5',0) when 5' * 5 

1. if (5, I) --> (5', 1'), then I < t' 

2. if (5, I) a(r4 (5', 1'), then I < r = t' 

3. if (5, I) --> (s', I') and I < I" < t', then there is 5" E S with (5, I) --> (5", n --> (5', I') 

4. if (5, I) a(r4 (5', 1'), and I < I" < r, then there is 5" E S with (5, I) --> (5", n a(r4 (5', I') 

5. if (5, I) --> (5", n --> (5', 1'), then (5, I) --> (5', I') 

6. if (5, I) --> (5", n a(r4 (5', 1'), then (5, I) a(r:), (5', I') 

7. no transition stans from a stale ({ I). 

Let us call the set of such transition systems RTTS. 

In order to deal with initial ahstraction, wc have to extend this set to the function space 

RTTS" = {f : f: l!t;,o --> RTTS}. 

We can call elements of RTTS" type 7 transition systems. 

2.14 STRUCTURED OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 

Now we interpret the constants and operators of ACPp;f1 in the semantic domain of type I transition 

systems. We define the mapping r: P" --> RTTS" by means of a mapping J: P --> RTTS. We have the 

identity rtF) = At. I{U> F) (I not free in F), 

so it remains to define [ The simplest way to define [is by means of structured operational semantics. 

As set of states we can take the set of closed process expressions plus ;f, the root of I{x) is (x, 0) and 

the transitions arc exactly those that can he derived on the basis of the rules in the following table 7. On 

the basis of these rules, the operators can also he directly defined on real time transition systems in a 

straightforward way. We have I,s,r E IR.;,o, x,x',y,y' E S - {;fl, a,b,c E A. 
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1< r => (a(r), I) a(r:). (,J, r) 

I<s<r => (a(r), I) -> (a(r), s) 

I<s<r => (8(r), I) -> (8(r), s) 

(x,l) a(1. (x' ,r) 

(x+Y,I) a(1. (x',r), (y+x,l) a(r1. (x', r) 

(x ,I) a(rl. (,J, r) 

(X+y,l) a(1. (,J,r), (y+x,l) a(r1. (,J,r) 

(x,l) -> (x,r) 

(x+y,l) -> (x+y,r), (y+x,l) -> (y+x,r) 

(X ,I) a(r1. (x' ,r) (x,l) -> (x,r) 

(x'y,l) a(1. (x"y,r) (x'y,l) -> (x'y,r) 

(x,l) a(rl. (,J, r) 

(x'y,l) a(1. (y, r) 

I<r<s=> (S»X, I) ->(S»X, r) 

(x,l) a(1. (x' ,r), r>s (x,l) -> (x,r) 

(s»x,l) a(1. (x' ,r) (s»x,l) -> (s»x,r) 

a(1. ' (x,l) ('\I ,r), r>s 

(S»X,I)a(1. (.J,r) 
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(x,l) a('1. (x',r), (y,l) ---+ (y,r) 

(xliy,l)a('1. (x'liy,r), (yllx,l) a(rl. (ylix',r), (xiLy,l) a(rl. (x'liy,r) 

(x,l) a('1. ({r), (y,l) ---+ (y,r) 

(xliy,l) a('1. (Y,r), (y Iix,l) a(r4 (Y,r), (x iLy,l) a(rl. (Y,r) 

(x,l) ---+ (x,r), (y,l) ---+ (y,r) 

(x Ily,l) ---+ (x Ily,r), (x iLY,I) ---+ (xiLy,r) 

(x,l) a('1. (x',r), (y,l) b(Q, (y',r), a I b=c;tl) 

(xlly,l) c('1. (x'lly',r), (x I y,l) c(rl. (x'liy',r) 

(x ,I) a('1. (x',r), (Y,I) b(Q, ({r), a I b=c;tl) 

(xlly,l) c('1. (x',r), (y Iix,l) c(rl. (x',r), 

(x I y,l) c(l:). (x',r), (y I x,l) c('1. (x' ,r) 

(x,l) a('1. ({r), (y,l) b(Q, ({r), a I b=c;tl) 

(xIiY,I) c('1. ('l,r), (x I y,l) c(rl. ({r) 

(x,l) ---+ (x,r), r<s a('1. ' (x,l) (x ,r), r<s 

(x~s,l) ---+ (x~s,r) (x~s,l) a('1. (x' ,r) 

(x,l) a('1. ({ r), r<s 

(x~s,t) a('1. ({ r) 

a('1. ' (x,l) (x ,r), ae H (x,l) ---+ (x,r) 

(dH(x),I) a(1, (OH(x'}.r) (iJH(X},I) ---+ (dH(x},r) 

(x,t)a('1. ({r). aeH 

(dH(X},I) a('1. ({r) 
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(X,t) a(1. (x',r) 

(x<ltruee>Y,t) a(1. (x',r), (y<lfalsee>x,t) a(1. (x',r) 

(X,t) a(1. (>I ,r) 

(x<ltruee>y,t) a(1. ({r), (Y<lfalsee>x,l) a(1. ({r) 

(X,t) -> (x,r) 

(x<ltruee>y,t) -> (x<ltruee>y,r), (y<lfalsee>x,l) -> (Y<llalsee>x,r) 

(X(u),t) -> (x(u).r), UE V 

( r X(V),t) -> ( f x(v),r) 
VE~ VEV 

(X(u),t) a(1. (x' ,r) UE V 

( f x(v),I) a(r1. (X', r) 
veV 

(x(u),I) a(1. (>I, r) UE V 

( f X(V),t) a(r1. (--I,r) 
veV 

TABLE 7. Structured operational semantics. 

All that remains is to define the ultimate delay orerator U on RTTS·. Iff: lR~o ~ RTTS, then U(I) = 

U(I(O)), and if R E RTTS, then 

U(R) = sup{t E lR~o : there is S E S with root(R) -> (s, I)l. 

2.15 BISIMULATIONS. 

A bisimulation on RTTS is a binary relation R on S x lR~o sllch that (a E A): 

i. whenever R«s, I), (s', 1')) then t = t' 

ii. for each p and q with R(p, q): if there is a step a(t) possible from p to p', then there is q' E S x 

lR~o such that R(p', q') and there is a step a(t) possible from q to q'. 

iii. for each p and q with R(p, q): if there is a step a(l) possible from q to q', then there is p' E S x 

lR~o such that R(p', q') and there is a step a(t) possible from p to p'. 

iv. for each p and q with R(p, q): a tell11ination sler a(t) 10 (>I,t) is possible from p iff it is possible 

from q. 

v. for each p and q with R(p, q): if Ihere is an idle slep possible from p to p', then there is q' E S x 

lR~o such that R(p', q') and there is an idle slep rossiblc from q to q'. 

vi. for each p and q with R(p, q): if there is an idle step possihle from q to q', then thereis p' E S x 

R~o such that R(p', q') and there is an idle step possible from p to p'. 
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We say expressions p and q are bisimilar, denoted p H q, if there exists a bisimulation with 

R(p,q). We can show that bisimulation is a congruence relation on realtime transition systems, and 

that real time transition systems modulo bisimulation detennine a model for ACPpL nus model also 

contains solutions of recursive process definitions, but that is an issue that is outside the scope of the 

present paper. We obtain a model or ACPpI that we will call MA. 

This definition of bisimulation naturally extends to a definition on type I real time transition 

systems: two elements I,g E RTTS' arc bisimilar if ror all I~O, 1(1) and g(l) are bisimilar. nus gives us 

a model MA of type I real time transition systems modulo bisimulation. 

2.16 STANDARD INITIALISATION AXIOMS. 

We present some axioms that arc useful in the calculations to come, that hold in the model we 

described, and that can be derived from the theory for all closed process expressions. Thus, these 

axioms have the same status as the so-called Standard Concurrency axioms of [BEK84). 

ISr => I» (x» r) =(1)> x)>> r 

1$ r => I» (r» x) = r» x 

I ~ r => t» (x» r) = 0(1) 

I~r => (I»x)>>r=o(r) 

TABLE 8. Standard initialisation axioms. 

3. THE SYNTAX OF DISCRETE TIME PROCESS ALGEBRA. 

3.1 SIGNATURE. 

The signature of discrete time process algehra provides constants and operators parametrised by natural 

numbers rather than real numbers. We add the fc)J1owing ingredients to real time process algebra. 

• constants 

a(n) 

a 
a[n] 

o(n) 
o 
oln] 
f! 

Q 
T 

• functions 

»d1: p' --> p' 

1 »d: P' --> P' 

(jd: P' --> P' 

a in the n-th time slice (a E A, n E N) 

a in the current time slice (= a[1]) 

a in the (n-1 )-sttime slice after the current one (n E N) 

time stop at the end of the n-th time slice (n E N) 

o at the end of the current time sliee (= 011]) 

o at the end of the (n-1 )-sttime slice after the current one (n E N) 

delayable a ([BAB9Ia]) 

livelock ([BAB9IaJ) 

discretc time stcp (lGR090aJ) 

time out in the CUlTcnt time slice 

initialisation in the following time slice 

discrete time unit delay 
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0: P' -') BOOl' 
.Jd : N X P' -') P' 

realtime delay by time t E I!!.;,o ([MOT89)) 

delayability 

discrete time initialisation ([HER90J) 

Ell: P' x P' -') P' strong choicc 

L.J(.): P' x P' -') P' unit delay 

L.Jn(.): P' x P' -') P' start delay within n (n E N) 

L.J''': P' -') P' unbounded stmt dclay 

r.ln(.): P' x P' -') P' execution delay. 

15 

The last five operators arc taken [rom ATP [NIS90]. We will call these the Nicollin-Sifakis functions 

for discrete time process algebra. 

3.2 DEFINITIONS. 

Now we give the definitions of the new signature ingredients in table 9, except for the execution delay 

r.ln(.). For tEl!!., LtJ is the floor of t, the largest integer less than or equal to t. We will also on 

occasion need the largest integer less than t, and define LtJ' = max{O, max{n E Z:: n < t)). 

3.3 COMMENTS. 

We will make several commenls concerning the deAnitionsin table 9. 

I. The definition ofT uses a special atomic action t, that satisfies tit = t and t I a = /) for a '" t. T is 

Groote's time step of [GRo90aj. Thus, Groote's t heeomes a 'grote t', avoiding confusion for 

Dutchmen. 

2. We follow [MOT89] by taking'£ (0 in [MOTS'!]) to be a time stop . .£ is like /) in [GR090a] and like 

nil in [GM91]. We notice that TPL has no constant that introduces a time stop, but.£ seems to be 

equivalent to an infinite1:-loop in TPL [H ER90], Although time stops do not occur in actual computing, 

we see no objection to their presence in the calculus. So we so not follOW ATP's design rationale, 

which excludes time stops on a priori grounds.!! is like atomic actions in ATP. 

3. We have a (unit) delay opemtor ad mttler than an action representing the progress of time. The name 

a for the delay operator has been taken from TPL IHER90] where a is used to name the action that 

represents delay. TeeS [MOT89] has a unary operator for delay just like we have. A TP [NIS90] also 

introduces delay via an operator, be it a binary one (L.J(.). g models the delayable atoms ofTPL. 

4. Our + has the interpretation of weak c1lOice in TeeS [MOT89]. 

5. The notation for the delayability predicate has been taken from TeeS (where it denotes a slightly 

different operator, however). 
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9 = f a(t) 
1>0 

Q = f 8(t) 
1>0 

a(O) = 8 

a(n+ 1) = n » (g» (n+ 1)) 

aID] = 8 

2 = a[1] 

a[1] = ..Jt. g» Lt+1J 

a[n+2] = ad (a[n+ 11) 

8(n) = 8(n) 

8[01 = 8 

.§. = 8[1J 

8[11 = -Jt. Ii(L t+ 1 J) 

li[n+2] = ad (Ii[n+ 1J) 

T = -Jr. t(Lr + 1 J) 
X»d 1 =..Jt. (LtJ» x) » Lt+ 1 J 

1 »d x = -Jt. Lt + 1 J' » (L tJ' » x) 

(Jd(X) = -Jq t+ 1 J» x 

cr!(x) = -Jt. (tH) » x 

D(x) = AI. U(L tJ» x) 2 L t+ 1 J 

..Jdn. X = -JI. X(LtJn) 

x (j) y = -JI. (L tJ » X+ y » L t + 1 J + 

+ 2)t+i+1J» (LtJ» x+y)>> Lt+i+2J 
bO 

J.C.M. Baeten & J.A. Bergstra 

<l D(L tJ» x)(L t+iJ) /\ D(L tJ» y)(L t+ij) I> Ii) 

L xJ(y) = x »d 1 + ad(y) 

LxJO(y)=y 

LxJn+1(y) = LxJ(LxJn(y)) 

LxJ'O = -JI. L, Lt+iJ» x» Lt+i+1J 
;=0 

TABLE 9. Discrcte timc. 
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3.4 EXECUTION DELA Y. 

In order to give the definition of the execution delay operator I.ln(.), we first need to defme an extra real 

time operatorr.lb(.). We want to stick to the ATP notation for the execution delay operator, and so we 

use a distinguishing subscript p for the realtime variant. We have the axioms in table 10. 

I a(r) lb(x) = a(r) <l r < 1 t> I» (0)> x) 

I a(r)'x lb(Y) = a(r)'lr» x l(y) <l r <I t> I» (0)> y) 

r x + y lb(z) = IX l(z) + I y l(z) 

I.JS. x lb(Y) = 10» x[O/sll(y) 

IxlO(y) = Y 

rxln+1(y) =.Jr.lr» xl~r+n+1~Lr+n+1J» y) 

TABLE 10. Execution dclay. 

4. PROPERTIES AND THEIR PROOFS. 

4.1 LEMMA: n » a(m) = a(m) <l n < m t> o(n). 
PROOF: By induction on m. 
Case I: induction basis, m = 0: n » a(O) = n» 0 = o(n) = o(n) <l n = 0 t> o(n) = 

= a(O) <l n ::; 0 t> o(n). 

Case 2: induction step: n» a(m+ 1) = n » (m » (f!» m+ 1)) = n » (m» ( f a(l) » m+ 1) = 
1>0 

= f n » (m » (a (I) » m+ 1)) = 
1>0 

f m » (a(t) » m+ 1) <l n::;m t> f 8(n) = 
1>0 1>0 

= m » (f!» m+ 1) <l n ::; m t> o(n) = a(m+ 1) <l n < m+ 1 t> o(n). 

4.2 PROPOSITION: Gd(X + y) = Gd(X) + Gd(Y). 

COMMENT: This identity is called time ./ilctorisation in [NSYR90]. Also TCCS [MOT89] and TPL 
[HER90] have time factorisation. 
PROOF: Gd (X+ y) = .Jq 1+ 1 J» (x + y) = .Jt. (L t+ 1 J» x + Lt+ 1 J» y) = 

= .Jt. .Jr. (Lr + 1 J» x + L t+ 1 J» y) = .Jt. ((.Jr. Lr+ 1 J» x) + L 1+ 1 J» y) = 

=.Jr. Lr+ 1 J» x +.Jt. Lt+ 1 J» Y = Gd(X) + Gd(Y). 

4.3 PROPOSITION: Gd(X'Y) = Gd(X)'Y-

PROOF: Gd (x·y) = .Jt. L 1+ 1 J» (x .y) = .Jt. (L t+ 1 J» x)·y = (.Jt. L t+ 1 J» x)·y = GJx)·y. 

4.4. PROPOSITION: LxJ'" = LxJ(LxJ"') 

PROOF: LxJw =.Jt. LLt+iJ» x» Lt+i+1J =.Jt. LtJ» x» LI+ 1J + L .Jt. LI+iJ» x» LI+i+1J 
i=O i=1 
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=X»d 1 + L, "I. Lt+i+1j» x» Lt+i+2j = 
;=0 

J. C.M. Baeten & J.A. Bergstra 

=X»d 1 + L, "I. Lt+1j» ("r. Lr+ij» x» Lr+i+1j) = 
;=0 

=X»d 1 +"I.Lt+1j» ("r.L,Lr+ij» X» Lr+i+1j) = 
;=0 

4.5 PROPOSITION: X Ell Y = (x+y) »d 1 + (jd(1 »d X Ell 1 »d y) <I D(x) /\ D(y) t> .§.. 

PROOF: x Elly="t. (LtJ» (x +y)>> Lt+1j) + 

+ "I. L, L t+i+ 1 j » (L tj» (X+Y)) » L t+i+2 j <I D(L tj » x)(L t+ij) /\ D(L tj » y)(L t+ij) t> .§. = 
;=0 

= (x+y) »d 1 + 

+ "I. Lt+ 1 j» ((L tj» (X+ y)) » L t+2 j) <I D(L tj» x)(L tj) /\ D(L tj» y)(L tj) t>_8+ 

+ "I. L, Lt+1+ij» (Ltj» (X+Y))» Lt+2+ij <I D(Ltj» x)(lt+ 1 +ij) /\ D(Ltj» Y)(Lt+1 +ij) t> 8 = 
;=1 

= (X+Y)>>d 1 + 

+"1. L1+1j» Ltj» (x+y)>> Lt+2j) <I D(Ltj» x)/\D(LtJ» y) t>_8+ 

+ "I. (L, Lt+ 1 +ij» (Ltj» (X+Y))» Lt+2+ij 
i=1 

<I D(Lt+1j» Ltj» x)(Lt+1+ij) /\ D(LI+1j» Ltj» Y)(Lt+1+ij) t>.§.) 

<I U(L tj» x) :;> L t+ 1 j /\ U(L tj» y) :;> L t+ 1 j t> 8(L t+ 1 j) = 
= (X+Y) »d 1 + 

dt. Lt+1j» ((Lt+1j» Ltj» (X+Y)>> Lt+2j) + 

+ LLt+1+ij» (Lt+1j» Ltj» (x + y))» Lt+2+ij 
;=1 

<I D(U+1j» Ltj» x)(Lt+1+ij)/\ D(Lt+1j» Ltj» Y)(Lt+1+ij) t>8} 

<I U(Ltj» x) :;>Lt+1j/\ U(Uj» Y):;>Lt+1jt> 8(Lt+1j) = 
= (X+Y)>>d 1 + 

+"1. Lt+1j» (Lt+1j»U+1j» Ltj» (X+Y)>> Lt+2j+ 
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+ LLI+1+iJ» (LI+1j» LI+1j» Llj» (x + y))» Lt+2+iJ 
i=l 

<l D(ll+ 1 j» LI+ 1 j» Llj» x)(LI+ 1 +ij) /\ D(LI+ 1 j» LI+ 1 J:» Llj» y)(LI+ 1 +ij) t:O) 
<lU(Ltj»x)~Lt+1j/\U(Ltj»Y)~Lt+1jl> Ii(Lt+1J)= 

= (X+Y)>>d 1 + 

+'il. Lt+1j» ((LI+1j» ((1 »dX) + (1 »d y))» LI+2j) + 

+ L LI+2+iJ» (LI+ 1j» «(1 »d x) + (1 »d y)))>> Lt+3+iJ 
i=O 

<l D(LI+1j» (1 »dx))(LI+1+ij) /\ D(LI+1j» (1 »dY))(LI+1+iJ) I> Ii) 

<l U(Ltj» x) ~LI+1j/\ U(Llj» y) ~LI+1j I> Ii(LI+1j) = 

=(X+Y)>>d 1 + 

+-Vl. LI+1j» (-Vr. (Lrj» ((1 »dx)+(l »dY))»Lr+1j)+ 

+ LLr+i+1j» (Lrj» «(1 »d x)+(l »d Y)))>>Lr+i+2J 
i=O 

= (X+Y)>>d 1 + 

<l D(Lrj» (1 »dx))(Lr+ij) /\ D(Lrj» (1 »d y))(Lr+iJ) I> .Q) 

<l t» (D(x) /\ D(y)) I> I».Q = 

+-VI.(LI+1j»(1 »dxffi1 »dY) 

<l t» (D(x) /\ D(y)) [> 1».£) = 

= (X+Y)>>d 1 + (-vt. LI+ 1 j» (1 »d X ffi 1 »d y)) <l D(x) /\ D(y) [> .£ = 

=(X+Y)>>d 1 + (Jd(l »d x ffi 1 »d y) <l D(x) /\ D(y) [> .£. 

4.6 PROPOSITION: (Jd(X)>>d 1 =.Q. 

PROOF: (Jd(X)>>d 1 = (-Vt. LI+ 1 j» x) »d 1 = -vr.Lr j» (-Vt. Lt+ 1 j» x) » Lr+ 1 j = 

=-vr·Lrj» (LLrj+1j»x) »Lr+1j=-vr.Lrj» (Lr+1j»x» Lr+1j) = 

= -vr. Lr j» Ii(Lr+ 1 j) = ..Jr. Ii(Lr+ 1 j) = -vr. Q» Lr+ 1 j = .£. 

19 
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4.8 PROPOSITIONJ ~·X 1"+ 1 (y) = ~-I x 1"+1 (y). 
Lr+I1+1 J 

PROOFJ a·x 1"+ 1 (y) = ~r.r r» a·x 1 (Lr +11+ 1 j» y) = 
- - p 

Lr+I1+1 J 
= ~r. r f a(t)·x 1 p (Lr+l1+ 1 j» y) = 

lE(r,Lr+l J) 
Lr+I1+1 J 

= ~r. f a(t)-It» x\ (Lr+I1+1j» y) = (sinccLrj=Ltj) 
IE (r,Lr+l J) 

-J1+I1+ 1 J 
= ~r. f a(t)-It» X fp (Lt+l1+ 1 j» y) = 

lE(r,Lr+l J) 
L 5+n+l J 

= ~r. J act)· ~s. r s » X \ (L S+I1+ 1 J» y) = 
IE (r,[r+l J) 

= ~r. J a(t)-Ix1n+l(y) = ~r. ( J a(tMx1n+l(y) = (~r. f a(t)).fx1"+1(y) = 
lE(r,Lr+l J) tE(r,Lr+l J) tE(r,Lr+l J) 

=~.f X 1"+1 (y). 

4.9 PROPOSITION: r X + y 1n+ 1 (z) = r X 1n+ 1 (z) + r y 1n+ 1 (z). 

PROOF: Immediate. 

~r. Lr+ 1 j» r X 1n(y) = <Jd(r X 1n (y)). 

4.11 PROPOSITION: fL X j(y) 1n+ 1 (z) = Lf X 1n+ 1 (z)j( r y 1n (z)). 

PROOF: fL X j(y) 1n+ 1 (z) = r X »d 1 + <Jd (Y) 1n+ 1 (z) = r X »d 11n+ 1 (z) + r <Jd(y)ln+ 1 (z) =* 

= r X 1n+ 1 (z) »d 1 + <Jd(r y 1n (z)) = Lr X 1"+ 1 (z)j( r y 1n (z)). 

The second half of the cquality * is explaincd by 4.10, the first halfis based on the following identity: 

s ~ t ~ rO s 1b(y) = fx It,(y)>> s. 
This identity can be proved for all closed telms by structural induction. 

4.12 LIVENESS. 

We have that the rigid processes in M~ correspond to the real time processes involving absolute time 

notation only. We can also define a notion that gives the processes that ean be specified using relative 

time notation only by means of the following definition. 

We define the predicateL: M~ -? BOOl * as follows: 

L{X) = At. t» X", 8(t). 
We caU a proccss X live if L{X) = At. true. We oblain the following properties: 
I. L{a[O]) = L{8[0]) = L{a(O») = L(8(O») = At. false 
2 . .L(a[n+ 1J) = L(8[n+ 1]) = At. true 
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3. L(a(n+1) = L(/i(n+1» = At. t < n+1 
4. L(a(r» = L(/i(r» = At. t < r 
5. L(x + y) = At. L(x){t) v L(y)(t)x 
6. L(x·y) = L(x) 
7. L(x II y) = L(x Il. y) = L(x I y) = AI. L(x){t) /\ L(y){t) 

8. L( f X) = At. WIVE V L(X)(t). 
VEV 

5. DISCRETISATION. 

In the previous sections. we have sketched a theory ACPp~1 and a model M~ that contain both real time 

and discrete time processes. Now we will concentrate on the reduct of the theory and the subalgebra of 

the model that contain only discrete time processes. For this reason, we introduce the discretisation 

operator 'D. 

5.1 DEFINITION. 

First of all. we define discretisation on P'. We have the axioms in table 11. 

5.2 PROPERTIES. 

'D(a(t» = a(Lt+1j) 

'1J(x + y) = '1J(x) + '1J(y) 

'1J(x·y) = '1J(x)''1J(y) 

'lJ( f X) = f 'D( X) 
VEV VEV 

'lJ(~t. X) = ~t. 'lJ(X) 

TABLE 11. Discrctisation. 

l. 'Ddoes not distribute over II. Il.. I . 
2. 'lJ(dH(X» = dH('lJ(X» 
3. L U(x)J $ U( 'D(x)) $ L U(x) + 1 J. 
In 3, both extremes are [Xlssible. For, taking x = f a(t) gives U('1J(x» = U('lJ( f a(t))) = 

tE (1.2) tE (1.2) 

= U( r a(2» = U(a(2» = U( r at!»~ = U(x) = 2 = L U(x)j, while on the other hand taking 
tE (~.2) tE d.2) 

x = a(2) gives U('lJ(x» = U(a(3» = 3 = L 2 + 1 j = L U(a(2» + 1 j = L U(x) + 1 J. 

5.3 DEFINITION. 

We say that a process x is discretised. 'DI5(x), if there is a process YEP' sueh that '1J(y) = x. Also, 

we define this concept on the model M~. Let f E M~. Then f is discrctised, f E 'D[SM~, if: 
i. for all t~O, all actions ofl(t) have a timestamp not in N. 
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ii. for an 12!0 we have the following: let a be a sequcnce of actions in t(l) of the form a1 (r1) a2 (r2) ... 

an(rn) with r1 < r2 < .. , < rn < r. Lct in t(l) the scquencc of actions a from the root be followed by the 

step p a(t:). q. Then: 
, h" I 'L 1 J h . ,. I aQ::), d' , " a. ,or eac r WIt H < r < r + t ere IS a q wIt 1 P q an q H r ........ q. 

b. for each r' with max(rn ,Lr J) < r' < r there is a q' with p aQ::) q' and q H r::l> q'. 

5.4 EXAMPLES. 

1. VIS(a(n»), VIS(aln]) , VIS(8(n»), 'DIS(8Inl), ~'DIS(a(I)). 

2. VIS(x) =) 'DIS(iJH(X)), 'DJS(ad(x)), 'D[S(1::l>d x), 'Dl5(X::l>d 1). 

3. 'DIS(x) 1\ 'DIS(y) =) 'DIS(x + y), 'DIS(x'Y), 'DIS(x iiy), 'DIS(xlLy), 'DIS(x I y). 

4. for all v E V 'D[S(X) =) 'D[S( J X). 
VEV 

5. 'D[S(x) 1\ ~D(x) =) x ~ X::l>d 1. 

6. VIS(x) /\ D(x) =) x ~ x::l>d 1 + ad(1::l>d x). 

7. V[S(x) =) L(x) 
8. VIS(x) =) ~lLx~~'x 

9. 'DIS(x) 1\ 'DIS(y) =) ~'xlLy ~ ~'(xlly) 

10. VIS(x) 1\ 'DIS(y) 1\ D(y) =) ad(x)lLy~ad(x IL 1::l>d y). 

The remarkable point is that L('£). Thus, the discretisation of 8 is live. The discretisation of 8 is 

certainly not equal to 8 ~ 8(0). 

5.5 AN UNTIMED GRAPH MODEL. 

* We can define a model that is conceptually much simpler than VI SMA, but contains an isomorphic 

copy of it. This is the model GiH that we will use in the following chapter. 

We define a set of process graphs as in rBA W90j with labels from A u {a} satisfying two extra 

conditions: 

i. every node has at most one outgoing a-labeled edge; 

ii. a a-labeled edge may not lead to a termination node. 

Let 0 be the set of such process graphs wilh cardinality S 2/( 0. To state this precisely, an element of 0 

is a quadruple (N, E, r, T) where N is the set of nodes, E <;;; N x Au{a} x N is the set of edges, r E N 

is the root node, and T <;;; N is the set of termination nodes. We will always have that a termination node 

has no outgoing edges. A node without outgoing edges that is not a termination node is called a 

deadlock node. 

We define a mapping from 'DISMA to Of"", by defining a mapping q> from real time transition 

systems to process graphs. Let R be a real time transition system. For simplicity, we assume that R is 

actually a tree, so each node has at most one incoming transition. If (r, 0) is the root of R (r E S), we 

take r as the root of q>(R). The set of states of G>(R) is S, the set of states of R. Suppose (r, 0) a(!). (5, 

I) is a transition in R from the root. In q>(R), we take from the root then LIJ a-transitions followed by an 

a-transition to state s. In case of several transitions in R from the root, we share a-transitions in q>(R) 

as much as possible. We proceed likewise I'or the other states: if (5, u) am. (5', I) is a transition in R, 
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we take from Sin <I>(R) Ltj - Luj a-transitions followed by an a-transition to s'. This describes J. We 

then obtain a mapping from 1JISM~ to (J;/H by mapping a representative off E 1JISMA to R(f(O))/H. 

The inverse mapping can be defined along the same lines. We identify the domain of G with some 

subset of S, the fixed domain of states that was mentioned in 2.13. If r is the root of 9 E G, and r ~ ... 

~ '!.., s a sequence of transitions with n a-steps, add transitions (r, 0) a(!). (s, t) for each t between n 

and n+ 1. Next, if node S of 9 corresponds to node (s, u), and s a-+ S' is a transition in g, add 

transitions (s, u) a(!). (s', t) for each t between u and L u+ 1 j. On the other hand, if s '!... ... '!... '!.., s' is 

a sequence of transitions in 9 with n a-steps, n:2:1, add transitions (s, u) a(!). (s', t) for each t between 

L u+nj and L u+n+ 1 j. 
We leave the verification that this indeed dc!ines an isomorphism to the reader. 

6. DISCRETE TIME PROCESS ALGEBRA. 

Now we will incrementally define axiomatisations fc)r discrete time subalgebras of our theory. 

6.1 BPAdt. 

We start from: 

a unary operator for (unit) delay like in TCCS [MOT89]; 

• time factorisation as in ATP [NIS90], TCeS [MOT89], TPCCS [HAN91] and TPL [HER90]; 

the interpretation of + as the weak choice of TCeS; 

a significant difference with TPL IHER901 because visible actions cannot idle (here, we follow 

TCCS, ACPt and A TP). 

The signature of BPAdt is as follows: 

• constants 

• functions 

a 
+: P x P --7 P 

':PXP--7P 

a in the current time slice (a E A). 

alternative composition 

sequential composition 

ad: P --7 P discrete time unit delay 

The axioms of BPAdl arc shown in table 12. Axioms DT1,2 appear in [BAB9Ibl. DTI is proved in 

4.2, DT2 in 4.3. 

x+Y=Y+x AI 

(x + Y) + z = x + (Y + z) A2 

X+X=X A3 

(x + y)·z = x·z + y·z A4 

(x·y)·z = x·(y·z) A5 

ad(x) + ad(y) = ad(x + y) DTI 

ad(x)'Y = ad(x'Y) DT2 

TABLE 12. BPAdt. 
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6.2 PROCESS GRAPHS. 

The semantic domain for BPAdt consists of proccss graphs as dcfined in 5.5. We will map every closed 

term to a graph in G by using a stmctured operational semantics. 

6.3 STRUCTURED OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 

We can give a transition systcm specification for BPAdt by means of the following mles (a E A). 

x ~ x' 
a , 

X'y -+ x'y 

x a--. x' 
a a 

x+y -+ x', y+x -+ x' 

X "-+ X', Y "-+ y' 

" x+y -+ x'+y' 

x "-+ -.J 
a 

X'y -+ Y 

X+y "-+ -.J. y+x a -+ -.J 

x 0 ......... X' 

" , X'y -+ X 'y 

TABLE 13. Operational semantics of BPAdt. 

Now we want to show that these mles give tise to a unique transition relation on closed terms. In order 

to do this, we use results and terminology of [GRo90b]. A strict stratification of a transition system 

specification is a mapping S from closed transitions to ordinal numbers such that for all possible 

substitutions of the variables in a mle. thc mapping applied to the conclusion is yields a larger ordinal 

than the mapping applied to all instances of all premises. In this case, it is easy to give a strict 

stratification: put S(t ~ t') ; n where n is the number of function names in t. Theorem 4.2.18 in 

[GRo90b] now shows that the transition system specification in table 13 determines a unique transition 

relation on closed terms. It is easily verified that the process graphs generated by this transition relation 

satisfy the conditions of G. 

Bisimulation is defined as usual, so a symmctric binary relation R on process terms is a 

bisimulation iff the following transfer conditions hold: 

i. if R(p,q) and p ~ p' (u E Au{cr}).thcn there is q' such that q ~ q' and R(s',t'); 

ii. if R(p,q), then p " . .,j (a E A) ifl q "-. -.J. 

Two terms p,q are bisimilar, p Co! q, ifthcre exists a bisimulation relating them. We want to make the 

set of process terms modulo bisimulation into a model for BPAdt. In order to do this, we first need to 
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know that bisimulation is a congruence. We prove this again using the theory developed in [GR090bj. 

We first need some definitions. 

So. consider a transition system specification with a rule r. Wc say this rule is in ntyft-format ifit is 

of the form 
ak at 

{Ik --+ Y k IkE K} u {I I -) I I E L} 
a 

f(X1 ..... Xn) --+ I 

where K.L are index sets. Yk.xi arc all distinct variables. ak.bl.a are labels, f a function symbol of arity 

n, and Ik ,11.1 are arbitrary (open) terms. We say a rule is in ntyxt-format if it is of the form 
ak at 

{Ik --+ Y k IkE K} u {I I -I I I E L} 

x~1 

with similar conventions. We say that a transition system specification is in ntyftlntyxt-format if all its 

rules are in ntyft or ntyxt format. Now theorem 4.4.12 of [GR090bj says that for any stratifiable 

transition system specification with finite premise sets. bisimulation is a congruence. 

Unfortunately. the transition system specification in table 13 is not in ntyftlntyxt format. However, 

it is easy to define an equivalenl specification that is. To do that, we double the set of labels to A u {a,l 

: a E A}, replace the axiom a ~ ,I by a ai. Ii. and rcplace each transition of the form x '!... ,I by a 

transition x ~ £.. It is easy ~o see that the resulting set of rules is in ntyftlntyxt format. We leave it to 

the reader to show that the two specifications arc equivalent. 

Next. we will show that the axiomatisation o[ BPAdt is sound and complete for the set of transition 

graphs modulo bisimulation. In order to do this. we first need the notion of a basic term. This is a term 

that corresponds morc directly to it., transition grapll. 

6.4 BASIC TERMS. 

In order to define the set of basic terms inductively, we need the auxiliary notion of an A-basic term (a 

term with no leading Gd). We define bOlh nOlions simultaneously. 

I. every A-basic term is a basic telm; 

2. if a E A. then a is an A-basic lenn; 

3. if a E A and I is a basic term, then a'l is an A-basic tenn; 

4. if I is a basic term. then Gd(l) is a basic tenn; 

5. if I.s are A-basic terms. then I+s is an A-basic tcml; 

6. if I is an A-basic term. and s is a basic tCllll. then I + Gd(S) is a basic term. 

Some reflection leads to the insight that the basic tenns arc exactly the terms of one of the following two 

forms: 

a. L ~'Ii + L ~, with n+m>O. ai.bj E A and Ii basic; 
kn j<m 

b. L ~'Ii + L ~ + Gd(t). with n.m20. ai.bj E A and 1.li basic. 
kn j<m 

It is easy to see that every basic tcnn can be mapped to an e1cment of G in a straightforward way. 
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6.5 NORMALISATION. 

Let t be a closed BPAdt-term. Then there is a basic telm 5 such that BPAct, f- t =5. 

PROOF. Similarly to what is done in [BA W90j, we can prove this fact by considering axioms A4, AS, 

DTl and DT2 as rewrite rules from left to right. A nOllnal t(JIln of a closed term will be a basic term. 

6.6 THEOREM. 

Let p,q be closed BPAdt-eXpressions. TIl en we have BPAdt f- p=q ~ G F= P '=' q, 

i.e. BPAdt is sound and complete for the set of transition graphs modulo bisimulation. 

PROOF. Soundness is not difficult, completeness requires an argument. Let BPA(A) be the theory of 

Basic Process Algebra (without operator ad, with only laws AI-AS) over set of atomic actions A. 

Similarly, we write BPAdt(A). Now we map BPAdt(A)-terms to BPA(A u (a))-terms as follows: 

<\>~) = a 

<\>(x + y) = <\>(x) + <\>(y) 

<\>(x'Y) = <\>(x)·<\>(y) 

<\>(ad(x)) = a·<\>(x). 

Now let bisimulating closed tenns p,q he given. By 2.6, we can assume that p,q are basic terms. Since 

p,q are basic, it follows that <\>(p) ti <\>(q). But then, by completcness of BPA for strong bisimulation 

(see [BAW90J), it follows that BPA(A u (a}) f- Hp) = <\>(q). We can mimic each step in this proof by a 

step in BPAdt (using the inverse mapping of <\», and thereby it follows that BPAdt(A) f- p=q. 

6.7 GRAPH MODEL. 

Thus, we have found a sound and complete model t(lf BPAdt. It is also possible to define this model 

directly, not by giving a transition system speci fication, but by defining an interpretation of the 

constants and operators on process graphs. For the purposes of extensions with the silent step further 

on, it is better to work with process trees only, i.e. graphs where cach node has only one incoming 

edge (and the root has no incoming edge). 

I. The constant ~ is mapped to the process tree with two nodes, the first the root, the second a 

termination node, with one edge labeled a from the root node to the termination node. 

2. Given trees g,h, the tree g+h is formed by identi fying the roots of g and h. Next, if both roots have 

an outgoing a-edge, both these edges arc rellloved, and a new a-edge is added to the sum of the trees 

the original a-edges where going to. I f necessary, Ihe procedure is repeated. 

3. Given trees g,h, the tree g' h is fonned by appending a copy of h to each termination node of g. The 

root of g is the root of g'h, and only the lenni nation nodes of h arc termination nodes of g·h. 

4. Given tree g, the tree ad(g) is fanned by adding a new root node, and an edge labeled a from the 

new root to the old roOL. 

6.8 INACTION. 

BPAOd' is obtained by introducing.§. as a constant representing inaction (time stop at the end of the 

current time slice). The axiollls for.§. arc standard (table 14). 
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TABLE 14. Additional axioms of BPAcdt. 

A6 

A7 

27 

The operational meaning of.£ is a process 1I1at allows no step whatsoever. In the graph model • .£ will 

be modeled by the tree with no edges. and one node which is the root but not a tennination node. We 

can again define basic terms over the extended theory. by adding one clause to definition 6.4: 
7. /) is a basic term. 
Then. normalisation goes through as before. 

6.9 MOTIVATION. 
/) is the same as 0 of TCCS. and it seems to be equivalent to an infinite 't-Ioop in TPL. /) is like /) in 
[GR090a] and like nil in [GM91]..£ is a so-called time SlOp. -

Although time stops do not occur in actual computing. we see no objection to their presence in the 
calculus. So we so not follow A TP's design rationale. which excludes time stops on a priori grounds. 
We notice that TPL has no constant that introduces a time stop. 

Next. we add parallel composition. We start by describing a system with merge without 
communication, a so-called free merge. 

6.10 PACdt. 
We start by adding to the signature of BPAcclt some extra operators and an auxiliary sort. 

~true = false 

~false = true 

true v b = true 

false v b = b 

X<ltruel>y = x 

x<lfalsel> y = y 

1»d ~ =.§. 

1»d(X+y)=1 »dX+ 1 »dY 

1 »d (x'y) = (1 »d x)·y 

1»d crd(X) = x 

D(~) = false 

D(x + y) = D(x) v D(y) 

D(x'Y) = D(x) 

D(crd(X)) = true 

TABLE 15. Axioms tar adelit;onal operators. 

BOOL! 

BOOL2 

BOOL3 

BOOL4 

COl 

C02 

UTB] 

UTB2 

UTB3 

UTB4 

DELl 

DEL2 

DEL3 

DEL4 
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• sort BOOl boolcans 
• constants true: B true 

false: B false 
• functions -,: BOOl --; BOOl negation 

v: BOOl x BOOl --; BOOl disjunction 
.<1.[>.: BOOl x P x BOOl --; P conditional operator (if then else) 
1»6: P --; P initialisation in the following time slice 
D: P --; B clelayability. 

Axioms for this additional syntax arc sllOwn in table 15 (b E BOOl, a E A8, x,y E P). They already 
appear in [BAB91h]. 

Then, the merge with its auxiliary operator left merge is introduced. Syntax: 
functions II : P x P --; P merge 

IL: P x P --; P left merge. 
Axioms are in table 16 (a E AB, x,y,z E P). Axiom DTMI is from [BAB9Ib]. 

xlly=xlLy+ ylLx 

alLx = a'x - -
(~'x) IL y = ~(x II y) 

(x + y)lLz = xlLz + ylLz 

Gd{x)lLy= Gd(xlL(l »d y)) <l D(y)!> Ii 

TABLE 16. Remaining axioms of PA8e11. 

MI 

M2 

M3 

M4 

DTMI 

Operational rules for the additional process constructors arc shown in table 17. 

X a-lo x' 

xlly ~ x'lIy, yllx a_. yllx', xlLy a-> x'ily 

a a IL a xlly --> y, yllx --> y, X Y --> Y 

X "--> x', y Cl --> y' 

x II y "--> x' II y', x IL y" --> X' lLy' 

" a x --> y, y --> Z 
a l»dX --> Z 

x"--> y, y"--> Z 

Cl l»dX --> Z 

x"--> y,ya-->..J 

l»dX '0.. ..J 

TABLE 17. Operational semantics ofPAoch. 
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As before, these operational rules can easily be transfonned into ntyftlntyxt fonnat, so that bisimulation 
is a congruence. 

6.11 NORMAL/SA TION. 
By using tenn rewrite analysis, we can prove that each closed term is equal to a basic tenn over 
BPADd!. From this, the completeness of the axioms for finite processes can be deduced. 

6.12 MOTtY A TION. 
Our definition of merge is similar to the definitions in TCCS, ATP, ACP, and TPL (the correspondence 
with the TPL definition holds in the absence of communication; in the presence of communication 
TPL's merge will give priority to internal communications). So it follows that without communication 
the relation between merge and discrete time is not controversial. 

We depart from ATP by allowing time stops. Indeed, in our setting ad ~'E) II ~ is unable to 
perfonn a a-step. This is a matter of taste. The presence of time stops seems not to spoil the algebra at 
all. 

6.13 COMMUNICATION. 
If we add communication, we have a given cO/nf)/l/l1icmioll./ilnction I : AI) x AI) ...... AI) as an extra 
parameter of the theory. This communiciltion function is required to be commutative, associative and 
has Ii as a neutral element (axioms CI ,2,3 of tahle 6 in 2.3). Furthennore, in order to axiomatise the 
merge, we have an additional auxiliary operator I (communication merge). We replace the axioms in 
table 16 by the axioms in table 18 below (a,b,G E AI), x,y,z E Pl. The DTM axioms arc from [BAB9Ibl. 
• functions I : P x P ...... P communication merge 

al b = G 

xlly=xlLy+ylLx+x I y 

alLx = a'x - -
C~'x)lLy = ~'(x Ily) 

(x + y)lLz = xlLz + ylLz 

ad(x) IL y = ad (x IL (1 »d V)) <l D(y) t> .Q 
(~'x) IE = (~I E)'x 

~I (E'X) = (~IE)'x 

(~'x) I ~'y) = (~I EHx II y) 

(x+y) I Z=X I z+y I z 

x I (y+z)=x I y+x I z 

~I ad(X) = ~ 

ad(X) I ~ = ~ 

(~'x) I ad (y) = .Q 
ad(x) I ~'y) = .£ 
ad(x) I ad (y) = aJx I y) 

TABLE 18. Merge in ACPd!. 

C4 

CMl 

CM2 

CM3 

CM4 

DTMI 

CM5 

CM6 

CM? 

CM8 

CM9 

DTM2 

DTM3 

DTM4 

DTM5 

DTM6 

Encapsulation dH: P ...... P filr each H !:: A has the same equations as in ACP plus the additional axiom 
DTM? 
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dH(~)=~ ifaEH 

dH(~)=.§. ifaEH 

dH(X + y) = dH(X) + dH(Y} 

dH(X'Y) = dH(X)'iJH(Y) 

iJH(crd(X)) = crd(dH(X)) 

TABLE 19. Remaining axioms of ACPdt. 

6.14 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 

Dl 

D2 

D3 

D4 

D1M7 
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We have to add several operational rules to those of PAetH (a,b,c E A). 

a b 
X -. x', Y -. y', a I b=c 

x II Y c-. x'il y', X I y c-. x' II y' 

x ~ x', Y b->.J, al b=c 

xlly"--+ x', x I y c_. x', yllx c-. x', y I X c-. x' 

x ~ .J, Y b -. .J, a I b=c 

xlly"--+.J, x I y c_ • .J 

x "-. x', y" -. y' 

x I y <e., x' I y' 

x "-+ x', aE H 

iJH(X) ~ iJH(X') 

x "-d, aE H 

iJH(X) a-. .J 

TARLE 20. Additional operational niles of ACP dt. 

6.15 MOTIVATION. 

x~ x' 

At this point, some further motivation is needed. The merge of ACPdt works just as the merge of TCCS 
[MOT89] (taking weak choice of TCCS ()r +). It is also equivalent to the merge of A TP. It differs from 
merge in [GR090a], sel up in ACPt. In fact, ACPt contains axioms crlLx = 6 and crxlLy = 6. Our main 
objection against these axioms (which occur in ATP as well) is that they render it impossible to 
injectively embed ACPt into ACPp of [BAB91 a], 

It follows that the only disagreement in the literature is about the proper semantics ofleft merge and 
communication merge. Therefore, our choice for the merge operator itself seems reasonably well 
motivated. 

The syntax of ACPdl is not tailored to practical application. The operators arc too low leveL We will 
extend ACPdt with ATP operators in order to extend the expressive power or the language. In addition, 
we need an auxiliary operator -»d1. 
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6. 16 SYNTAX. 

• functions ~d1: P -) P 

ffi: P x P -) P 

L.J(.): P x P -) P 

L.Jn(.): P x P -) P 

U":P-)P 

1.1n(.): P x P -) P 

time out in the current time slice 

strong choice 

unit delay 

start delay within n (n E N) 

unbounded start delay 

execution delay. 

The last five functions are the Nicollin-Sifakis functions. 

6.17 AXIOMS. 
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Axioms for these auxiliary operators arc in table 21. Axioms UTBS-8 and ATPI,2 are taken from 

[BAB9Ib]. For ATPI,3,6 we refer to table 9, ATP2 is shown in 4.S, ATPS in 4.4, ATP7-1O in 4.7-

10. UTB8 is shown in 4.6. 

~~d1=~ 
(x + y) ~d 1 = x ~d 1 + Y ~d 1 

(X'Y)~d 1 = (x ~d 1 ).y 

Od(X)~d 1 = ~ 

LxJ(y) = x ~d 1 + Od(y) 

xffiy=x+y~d 1 + 

Od(1)> X ffi 1» y) <l O(x) 1\ O(y) [> ~ 

LxjO(y)=y 

Lxjn+l(y) = Lxj(LxJn(y)) 

Lx J'" = Lx J(L x j''') 

1 x lO(y) = y 

1 ~ln+l(x) = ~ 

1 ~·x 1n+ 1 (y) = .§-I x 1n+ 1 (y) 

rx + y1n+'(z) =rxln+,(z) +ryln+'(z) 

r od(x)ln+,(y) = Od(1 X In(y)) 

UTBS 

UTB6 

UTB7 

UTBS 

ATPI 

ATP2 

ATP3 

ATP4 

ATPS 

ATP6 

ATP7 

ATP8 

ATP9 

ATPIO 

TABLE 21. Additional axioms lar Nicollin-Sifakis functions. 

6.18 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS. 

For the new operators, we have the following operationalmles (table 22). 
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a 
x+y --t Z 

a xEBy --t z 

y "-. y' 

LxJO(y) ~ y' 

y "-. y' 

x~ x' 

X G-. X' 

a , 
X -t X 

x ~ x' 

a x --. x' 
a 

Lx J'D --t x' 

y ~ ;f 

I x lD(y) ~ ;f 

I X In+ 1 (y) "--t I x'ln (y) 

J. C.M. Baeten & J.A. Bergstra 

xEBy "--t x'EBy' 

Lx J(y) "-. ;f 

LxJO(y) ~ y' 

TABLE 22. Operational semantics of Nicollin-Sifakis functions. 

6.19. ABSTRACTION. 
An advantage of concentrating on the sllbtheory ACPdr + ATP is that it is easier to add the silent step 'to 
In real time, this is still under investigation (see [KLU92]), but on our discrete time subtheory, it is 
relatively straightforward. We will not interpret the constant 't in real time. Clearly, that is an option, but 
it requires real time abstraction to be worked out. (Besides [KLU92], other approaches exist.) 

We add a constant 2 ('t rl A), and for each I <;;; A an operator 'tI: P --7 P. Further, we have an 
operator't" that substitutes 't for time steps. All axioms in tables 15, IS, 19 are now valid for a E 

Au{8, 't}. Additional axiom., are shown in table 23 (where also a E Au{8,'t}). Here, we follow the 
presentation of the silent step according to branching hisimulation semantics (see [BA W90]). 
Alternatively, we can present an axiomalisation or the silent step in weak bisimulation semantics (see 
[MILS9]). First, we look at branching bisimlliation. 
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6.20 SEMANTICS. 

X't = x 

x(.!(y + z) + y) = x(y + z) 

'tla=1i 

'tI@) = ~ 

'tl@) = ..: 

'tI(X + y) = 'tI(X) + 'tr(Y) 

'tr(x'Y) ='tr(x)·'tr(Y) 

'tr(ad(x)) = ad('tr(X)) 

BI 

B2 

C4 

if a ~ I Til 

if a E I TI2 

TI3 

TI4 

TI8 

1,,~) = ~ TS 1 

1,,(X + y) = 't,,(x) + 1,,(y) if O(x) v O(y) = false TS2 

1,,(X'Y) = 1,,(X)'1,,(y) 

1,,(ad(x)) = 1'1,,(X) 

T 
TABLE 23. Axioms of ACP . 

<11 

TS3 

TS4 
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The operational semantics is obtained by using the rules of tahles 13, 17,20 also in case a = 1, but 
dividing out a different congruence relation. We define branching bisimulation on process graphs as 
defined in 5.5. For simplicity sake, we assume we are dealing with process trees (every graph can be 
completely unfolded to obtain a tree). Write s = t for nodes in a process tree if either s=! or there is 
path from s to t (generated by the operational rules) that only contains 1-labels. 

A branching bisimulation is a hinary relation R on nodes of two process trees 9,h with the 
following properties: 
i. The roots of 9,h are related; 
Ii. If R(s,t) and s ~ s' (a E Au{'t}), thcn cither a=1 and R(s',t) ,or there are t', t' in h such that I ~ t' 
a 
-t t' and R(s,t') , R(s',t'); 

iii. Vice versa: if R(s,t) and t ~ t' (a E AU{1}),thcn either a=1 and R(s,t') ,or there are s', s' in 9 such 
a 

that 5 =s' -t s' and R(s',t), R(s',t'). 

We say that two process trccs are hranching bisimilar, 9 '" b h, if there is a branching bisimulation 
between 9 and h. 

Now let R be a branching bisimulation hctween 9,h and s,t nodes in 9, resp. h. We say that 5,1 
satisfy the root condition if we have: 
i. if R(s,t) and s ~ s' (a E Au{'t}), then there is t' in h such that t ~ t' and R\f',t'); 
Ii. vice versa: if R(s,t) and t ~ t' (a E AU{1}), then there is s' in 9 such that 5 -t 5' and R(s',I'). 
Then, we say that two process trecs arc roOlcd "ranching bisimilar, 9 '" rb h, if there exists a branching 
bisimulation R such that: 
i. the roots of 9,h satisfy tile root condition: 
Ii. whenever R(s,t) and there is a path from the root of 9 to s with the last transition a a-transition, 
then s,t satisfy tile root condition; 
iii. vice versa. 

6.21 FAIR ABSTRACTION. 
Besides KFAR and CFAR (sec [BAW90J), tllere is a nile for time: 
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x = ad (x) + y 

'·'o(x) = '.'" (y) 

TABLE 24. Time abstraction. 

J. C.M. Baeten & J.A. Bergstra 

aFAR 

Using Nicollin-Sifakis operators, the fair abstraction principle can be formulated as follows: 

x = LyJ(x) 
aFAR, 

or alternatively: 
aFAR. 

6.22 WEAK BISIMULA nON. 

In the weak bisimulation case, not all axioms of tables 15, 18, 19 arc valid fOf1:. Therefore, we have to 
formulate new axioms for the interaction of the silent step with parallel composition. In weak 
bisimulation semantics, we replace the axioms B 1,2 in table 23 by Tl ,2,3 below, we replace axiom 
DEL3 of table 15 by axioms DEL5,6,7 below, we replace axiom UTB3 of table 15 by axioms 
UTBIO,13,14, and we add the axioms TMI,2, TCI,2,3,4, TID and TSO below. 

x, = x TI 

,x + x = ,x T2 

~(.:Ex + y) + y) = ~(.:Ex + y) + ~x T3 

D(~) = false DELS 

D(.:E) = false DEL6 

D(.:Ex) = D(x) DEL7 

1»d ax = Ii UTBIO 

1 »d , = Ii UTB13 

1»d..E< = 1 »d x UTBl4 

,!Lx = ,x 1MI 

.:Ex!L y = .:E(x II y) 1M2 

,lx=1i TCI 

xl't=1i TC2 - -
!! I y=x I Y TC3 

xl2}'=xly TC4 

1: t (.:E) = .:E TID 

't,,(!) = .:E TSO 

TABLE 25. Axioms of ACP'cil. 

For the operational semantics, we can dividc out the so-called rooted ,-bisimulation on process trees, 
using a root condition similar to the onc abovc. 
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7. EXAMPLES. 

7.1 SECURITY COSTS PROTOCOL. 

We describe the Security Costs Protocol as it appears in [HER90). This protocol describes the transition 
of a message between two locations. Transmission of a message across a secure medium is considered 
expensive while acknowledgements travel freely. The protocol initially sends the message across an 
unsecure medium. only resending across the secure medium if an acknowledgement has not arrived 
before a timeout. We have the following network architecture (fig. I). 

4 

FIGURE 1. 

We give recursive specificalions ICll' Ihe <iillerent components. We use the standard communication 
function of [BA W90J. i.e. the only commuilications arc of tIle i'onn ri(d) I si(d) ~ ci(d). In order not to 
clutter up the notation too much. we leave oUllhc signs under the atomic actions. 

Sender: 

S ~ L Lr1 (d)J<" ,Sd'S 
dED 

Sd ~ s2(d)'lr7(ack)'r7(ack)j(sS(d)'r7(ack)) (d EO). 

Unreliable medium: 

K ~ I. Lr2(d)J'" ·(i·K + i's3(d)'K) . 
dED 

Reliable medium: 

L ~ (Lr5(ack)J""s7(ack) + I. LrS(d)jw ·S6(d))·L. 
dED 

Receiver: 

R ~ (I. Lr3(d)j'" 's5(ack) s4(d) s5(ack) + L.. Lr6(d)j'" ·S4(d)·s5(ack))·R. 
dED ~D 

Then the protocol is described by: 
SCP ~ 't"o'tJodH(S II K II L II R). where 

H ~ {ri(d). si(d) liE {2.3.5.6.7.S}. d EO}. I ~ {ci(d) liE {2.3.5.6.7.S}. d EO} u Ii}. 
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Now put X ; ilH(8 II K II L II R), then some st raight forward calculations lead to the following recursive 

specification: 

X; I L r1 (d)JOl 'c2(d)' (j '(Jd(c8(d)'c6( d)'s4(d) 'c5(ack)'c7(ack)) + 
deD 

+ j·c3(d)·c5(ack)·( s4(d) 'c7(ack) + c7(ack)'s4(d)) 'c5(ack)'C7(ack))' x. 
After abstracting from actions in J, this tums into: 

'I:J(X); I Lr1 (d)JOl{t'(Jd (,t's4(d)) H's4(d) h(x). 
deD 

Finally, abstracting from time, and using the fair abstraction of6.21, we obtain: 

8CP; 't"o'tt(X) ; 'to I r1 (d)·s4(d)·8CP. 
deD 

7.2 ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL OF [NIS90]. 
We describe the allemating bit protocol with time out of [NIS90]. Put B; {O,1). 

2 

6 

Sender: 
8; 80·81·8 

8b; I Lr1 (d)JOl ·8bd 
deD 

Unreliable data transmission channel: 

K; I Lr2(/)J0l ·(i·K + j·s3(f)'K) . 
feDxB 

K 3 

L 5 

FIGURE 2. 

(b;0,1,dE D) 

(b;O,1,dE D). 

Unreliable acknowledgcmcnt transmission cllallncl: 

L; I Lr5(b)JOl·(j·L + j·s6(b)'L) . 
beB 

Receiver: 
R; R1·RO·R 

4 
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Rb = L Lr3(db)j'° 's5(b)'Rb + L Lr3(d(1-b))Jw ·s4(d)·s5(1-b). 
dED dED 

Then the protocol is described by: 

ABP = ,,,o'lodH(S II K II Lli R), wllcre 

H = {ri(x), si(x) liE {2,3,5,6), x E {D,1} u Dx{D,1}}, 

1= {ci(x) liE {2,3,5,6), x E {D, 1} u Dx{D, 1}) u Ii}. 

We can derive that the proccss X = dH(S II KilL II R) satisfies the following recursive specification: 

X = L Lr1 (d)Jw .~ 
dED 

1 1 2 
Xd = c2(dD)·(i·ad(~) + i'C3(dO)'S4(d)'Xd) 

2 3 
Xd = c5(O)'(i'ad(~) + i'c6(D)'Y) 

Y = L Lr1 (d)Jw .y: 
dED 
112 

Y d = c2(d1 )'(i'ad(Yd) + i'c3(d1 )·s4(d)'Y d) 

To help the readcr, wc show Ihe complele transilion diagram in fig. 3. 
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Due to the fact that a complele cycle takcs place in one time slice, the sender never receives a wrong 

bit, and so the specification could be simpliFied. We scc Ihat this protocol is morc a PAR protocol 

(Positive Acknowlcdgcmcill wilh Relransmission) than an AI3P protocol. 
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cr 

~~ __ r_1(~d~)~~O~ ________ ~·0-________ ~~ ____ C_3~(d_O)~~~ 
C2(dO) 

54(d) 
c6(1 ) 

C2(dO) c5(O) 

c5(1 ) c2(e1 ) 

c6(O) 
54(e) 

c2(e1 ) r1 (e) 

c3(e1 ) 

FIGURE 3. 

After abstraction from inlemal actions, ancl using RSP, we oblain the following specification: 

'TI(X) = L Lr1 (d)Jco .~ 
dED 

1 1 2 
Zd = 'T'crd(4J) +1:'54(d) 'Zd 
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2 3 
Zd = 't'crd(~) + 't·'tI(X) 

3 3 2 
Zd = 't'crd(~) + 'to Zd' 

Abstraction from time and using fair abstraction gives the desired result: 

ABP = 't"o'tI(X) = 't.I. r1 (d)·s4(d)·ABP. 
dED 

Notice: we need a generalisation or the rair abstraction rule in order to obtain this result. 

7.3 ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL OF [BAB91a]. 
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To conclude, we provide the discretisation of the Aliemating Bit Protocol of [BAB91 a) (page 186). We 
can again use fig. 2 in 7.2. As unit or time we take 0.0001 seconds. 

Protocol: 
ABP = iJH(S II KilL II R) 

where 

sender 
S = RMo 

RMb=I 

yEN 

L r1 (d)[v] . SFdb 
dED 

SFdb = s3(db)!10J . RAdb 

RAdb = I. [r5(1-b)[v] + r5(e)[vlj'SFdb + r5(b)[v]-RM1_b 
yEN 

channels 

K = ~ L r3(f)[v]· Kf 
L..J fE DxBOOL 
yEN 

Kf = I. ( i[wl's4(e) + i[w]-S4(f)) . K 
wE(9O,l10) 

L = ~ L r6(b)[v]-Lb 
L..J bEBOOL 
yEN 

Lb = I. ( i[wls4(e) + i[w]-s4(b)) . L 
wE(9Q 110) 

receiver 
R= RFo 

RFb=I 

yEN 

L (r4(d(1-b))lv] + r4(e)[v]) . SA1-b + L r4(db)[v] . SMdb 
~D ~D 
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SAb = s6(b)180j' RF1-b 

SMdb = s2(d)[100]' s6(b)[120]' RF1-b. 

We can rewrite some equations as follows, using Nicollin-Sifakis functions: 

RMb = ~)r1 (d)J'" . SFdb 
dED 

RAdb = Lr5(1-b) + r5(e)J'" ·SFdb + Lr5(b)j'°·RM 1-b 

K = L Lr3(f)J"" Kf 
fEDxBOOL 

Kf = (90 » Li 's4(e)) + j's4(f)j'o» 110) . K 

L = L Lr6(b)J"'-Lb 
bE BOOL 

Lb = (90)> Lj's4(e)) + j's4(b)J'"» 110)' L 

RFb = LLr4(d(1-b)) + r4(e)j")' SA1-b + LLr4(db)J'" . SMdb. 
dED dED 

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS. 
We have proposed a theory on discrete time ['rocess algebra that extends ACP with the features of A TP 
in a setting consistent with that of ACPp. Many options for further work remain. We mention some: 
i. All extensions of ACP that have been develo['ed can be integrated in the discrete time setting, such 
as state operators, process creation, signals. priorities, asynchronous communication (see [BAW90) for 
these ACP extensions. 
ii. The proof theory of ACPdl with initialisation aostraction requires further work. Interesting are 
principles dealing with infinite behaviour as RDP, RSP, AlP. In pallicular, the special case of regular 
processes needs attention because regularity requi res a new definition in the presence of discrete time. 

iii. The analysis of ACPdl and its extensions as a tenn rewriting system may be worth attention. 
iv. Like in the case of ACP, many more models tllan the bisimulation model are possible. Investigation 
of failures, ready, trace models as well as projective limit constructions will be worth while. 
v. A theory that explains how discrete time process algebra can be used to develop simulation 
techniques for real time processes would be very interesting. We think that along this line the best 
perspective for application of discrete time process algebra can be found. 
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